Abstract-Direction of arrival algorithms are used, in general, to estimate a number of incident plane waves on the antenna array and their angles of incidence. In this paper, firstly, a new approach representing a more extensive version of the conventional Capon method is proposed. The study employs the root-Capon approach based on cross-correlation matrix in extracting the estimated direction-of-arrival of some number of signals to a given uniform linear array (ULA) antenna system. Secondly, a simple modification on the antenna element's number is employed for the Capon and the proposed approach to obtain more performances. The effectiveness of the proposed algorithm is verified through numerical simulation examples, and it is shown that the root version of Capon method can provide more accurate angle estimation with less computational complexity than conventional Capon algorithm. Similarly, it is found also that the used modification plays a significant role in the performance's improvement of Capon and its variant approaches.
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propose a new modification related to the antenna parameters. This proposition leads to improve the Capon method performances in term of resolution, and to obtain more best and accurate numerical results by the root-Capon algorithm.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: the signal model is presented in section II. A summary of the conventional Capon algorithm, the proposed polynomial version method, and the modified number of elements are introduced in section III. Section IV provides the simulation results and finally, our conclusion is given in section V.
II. SIGNAL MODEL
The problem of central interest herein is that of the angles of arrival estimation which can be stated in the following way:
A uniform linear array (ULA) composed of antenna elements receives transmitted signals from far-field sources (M < N). The objective is then to isolate the unknown sources by exploiting the signals which are received by the array antennas and the available information's in reception. The waves which are transmitted by the sources arrive on the array from various directions ( , … , ).
The received signals are, therefore, linear combinations of the incident signals and noise. By carrying out observations based on the number of snapshots, the received vector at the antennas array output ( ) ∈ ℂ × can be modeled as [9] , [11] :
Equation ( The [ × ] input covariance matrix can be expressed as:
Where (. ) indicates the Hermitian transpose.
The estimated spatial correlation matrix for the number of snapshots is given by:
Since the covariance matrix is estimated, several methods can be used for the direction of arrival estimation. These various methods were largely studied in the literature of smart antennas and spectral analysis.
III. DIRECTION OF ARRIVAL ALGORITHMS In this section, it is worth to call back briefly the traditional Capon's algorithm, then explain in detail the proposed polynomial algorithm, and finally clear up the modification which can be applied to the two algorithms.
A. Capon algorithm
Introduced by J. Capon [5] and also called Minimum Variance Distortionless Response (MVDR) algorithm. This spectral-based method is one of the conventional popular techniques. The main idea of Capon's minimum variance algorithm is to minimize the received power of the incoming signal in all direction while maintaining a unity gain in look direction [17] - [18] . The constrained imposed on this algorithm is given as:
Solving this constraint optimization problem by the use of Lagrange optimization technique for the weight vector [2] , [19] we obtain the Capon's weight vector:
Thus, Capon's output spectrum is:
Now, one can use the previous expression to calculate and plot the output power spectrum over the 498 scanning angles and determine the direction of arrival by locating the peaks in the spectrum. The estimated values of direction of arrival of all signals can be obtained by:
B. Proposed Algorithm
The method proposed here is called root-Capon, as its name shown, is a polynomial-rooting version of the classical Capon algorithm. Furthermore, similar direction of arrival estimation method based on the spectral Capon rooting algorithm is developed in a slightly different way by [20] . This real polynomial rooting technique uses a form of derivation on the denominator of the Capon's spectrum expression and some manipulations, and then it carries out a conformal transformation which maps the unit circle onto the real line, to find the polynomial roots. Otherwise, our key idea is the same as that of root-MUSIC [21] . This means that, to write the denominator of the capon spectrum expression which is named the null spectrum as a polynomial and then find the roots of the polynomial.
Starting with the Capon's spectrum expression:
Defining ( ) = ( ) ( ) as the null spectrum, then the denominator of equation (9) above can be rewritten as:
In the case of a ULA, the element of the array steering vector is given by:
That means, the null spectrum ( ) can be rewritten as:
Letting = , the denominator ( ) can be became:
With denotes the row and column element of Letting now = − to simplify the double summation of equation (13) to a single one. The range on is set by the limits on and , i.e. -( − 1) ≤ ≤ ( − 1). Then, the polynomial ( ) can be written as:
Where is the sum of the elements along the diagonal such that:
Root-Capon solves the rooting problem of a polynomial rather than finding the spectral peaks in the Capon algorithm. Additionally, the roots of the polynomial ( ) that lie closest to the unit circle becomes equivalent to the poles of the Capon's pseudo-spectrum. That is
The polynomial of equation (14) is of order 2( -1) and thus their roots can be written as follows: 
C. Modified Number of Array Elements
The idea to modify the number of array elements is extracted from the modification proposed by Liao and Abouzaid [22] for improving the resolution of MUSIC and root-MUSIC Algorithms. In fact, the authors have used and added a three principal modified factors which are related generally to signal and antenna parameters. However, in our work, we are satisfied with the proposition of only one modification which depends on antenna parameters and precisely concerns the number of array elements. Basing almost on the same idea, we have also recently proposed a work [23] to improve the In order to make the peaks of the Capon spectrum sharper or to reach less error in root-Capon algorithm, one of the best solutions is to increase the number of antennas. This is realizable, not only by increasing the array size but also, by the modification of the real array element's number by multiplying it with a multiplicative factor ( ). The new number of array elements ′ can then be written as:
The new elements number, referred by equation (18), can be easily substituted in the improved Capon and root-Capon approaches. This new number of antenna array elements is of outstanding importance during the signal processing stage of the array system. Indeed, the multiplicative factor gives a number of elements offering more signal component for the followed algorithm. In addition, the selection of a suitable multiplicative factor easily leads to determine the actual and appropriate number of elements that can be required for the design of the antenna array.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we work on the improvement of the performances of the capon and its rooting version where we make a simple modification by using a multiplicative factor related to the number of array elements. The direction of arrival performances of the studied methods can be demonstrated and evaluated by using a computer simulation programs that we have developed on Matlab software.
In the initial simulations, we consider an eight-element uniform linear array. Three far-field signals ( =3) impinge initially on the antenna array from directions of −5°, 10°, and 25•, respectively.
Assume that the ratio between the wavelength  and the inter-element spacing is 2. The noise is characterized as additive, white and Gaussian distributed with zero mean and variance ² =0.1. The number of snapshot is = 200.
It should be to note also that some previous declared parameters will be changed in order to study other simulation scenarios, but the following assumptions are usually made:
 The antennas noise is uncorrelated with the signals.
 The number of sources is known and is less than the number of antennas.
 There is no correlation between sources.
The graphical result of Fig.1 Additionally, the roots of the root-Capon polynomial are displayed in the complex plane, together with the unit circle, that allows us to visualize the effectiveness of this method in estimating the angles of arrival (Fig. 2) . The angle of arrival of the sources is obtained from the phase of the roots whose magnitude is closed to 1. There are 3 roots having magnitude very close to 1 and corresponding to the 3 simulated sources. In order to compare the effectiveness and estimation performance in terms of mean square error (MSE) of the proposed polynomial method "root-Capon" with its enhanced version "Improved-rootCapon", the application of the two methods in different simulation scenarios allows us to present the results mentioned in tables (I, II and III).
In the simulation scenario of Table I , we assume the number of snapshots is fixed to 200 for three different signals arriving on ULA from different directions. This simulation compares the variations in performance of our two AOA rooting methods with a variation of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The MSE is calculated for each SNR and enrolled for our algorithms in Table I . The performance We study the effect of changing the number of snapshots on the performance of the two rooting methods. In Table II , we simulate an ULA with 8 antenna elements and SNR = 10 dB for three signals arriving at (-5°, 10°, 25°). As expected, as the number of snapshots increases, the MSE of the both polynomial methods improves. Except the case of snapshots number less than the number of sources where the two methods fail to correctly estimate the directions of arrival. It also can be inferred that whatever the number of snapshots, the error of the improved-root-Capon is always poor as compared to that of root-Capon. Table III summarizes the AOA estimation MSEs of our two rooting methods tested for different numbers of antenna elements. The SNR is assumed to be 10 dB and the snapshots number is 200.
From this table, it can be observed that in all cases, the improved-root-Capon approach consistently outperforms the other proposed approach. The performance improvement of the both tested rooting methods is achieved at large number of antenna elements. In addition, the fact that improved-rootCapon outperforms the root-Capon can be explained by the true antennas number of improved-rootCapon which is greater than that of root-Capon. While the multiplicative factor is an important term in the modification related to the method proposed in this work, and because the improved-root-Capon algorithm is chosen to be considered the best among the techniques studied here, it was worth following the influence of the variation of estimation error versus multiplicative factor value in case of a single source. The simulation results are displayed in Fig. 5 . It can say, in brief, that the increase of the multiplicative factor value decreases considerably the error between theoretical and estimated angle values. By using a modified number of elements, the size of the antenna array remains the same, but the antenna processing stage, based on an arrival direction estimation algorithm, considers that the size of the antenna array is greater than the actual one. In other words, the advantage of the proposed algorithm is, on one hand, to increase virtually the number of antenna elements in order to achieve a significant improvement in terms of the algorithmic estimation resolution, and on another hand, to keep the same real number of the elements practically used in order to avoid other problems such as congestion or cost in the antenna system design that must meet compromises in terms of performance and implementation complexity. The choice of the multiplicative factor value should be reasonable and suitable because, a high number of array elements can give, on one hand, true good resolution for Capon algorithm and reduced estimation error for root-Capon. However, on the other hand, this can lead to increase the processing time.
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In concluding, we think it is safer say that our modified-algorithm, has clear performance improvements to offer as compared, in this work, to the other studied methods. In fact, we proposed the improved root-Capon as one of performing algorithms to reduce potentially the complexity of the standard Capon algorithm, increase its performance and its capability of resolution.
APPENDIX. PROOF OF IMPROVED CAPON AND IMPROVED ROOTING OF CAPON ALGORITHMS
For these two algorithms, we basically use the new array elements number ′ which is derived from the modification mentioned in the subsection C of this paper. The estimated covariance matrix ′ for the new vector ′( ) and the snapshots number can be written as:
Now, with the substitution of the new estimated covariance matrix ′ and the new steering matrix ′( ), we can easily obtain the following improved-Capon spectrum formula:
We can use the above expression to plot the improved-Capon pseudo-spectrum and then find the estimated AOAs by searching the positions of the spectrum peaks. Quite simply, we firstly extract from equation (A3) the following polynomial rooting formula:
Then, we follow exactly the same steps employed for the mathematical development of the rootCapon method as enounced through the subsection B of the present research, to exploit a new technique for AOA estimation.
Finally, the estimation of the AOAs can be deducted from an equation of this from:
Where are the closest roots to the unit circle.
